
	

	

	
	
	

Problematizing (In)Equality: The Promise of Comparative and International Education 

CIES 2017 Annual Conference, 

March 5-9, 2017 Atlanta, Georgia 

	

Dear Members of the CIES Economics and Finance of Education Special Interest Group, 

The 2017 CIES Annual Conference call for proposals is now available at the following link: 
http://www.cies2017.org/callfor-papers/ 

 

Please pay attention, the deadline for proposal submission is October 1, 2016 (no early-bird date 
or deadline extension this year).  

The upcoming year’s conference theme is Problematizing (In)Equality: The Promise of 
Comparative and International Education. This theme invites us to explore the verity issues that are 
related to the intersection between economics of education, education finance policy, and issues of 
(in)equality, (in)equity, and justice.  

The Economics and Finance of Education SIG (EFE-SIG) seeks to provide a forum where 
researchers, policy makers, and practitioners partake in a global study of Economics and Finance 
of Education, have meaningful conversations, and exchange ideas related to Economics and 
Finance of Education and policy. It serves us by investigating, conceptualizing, and theorizing the 
links between Economics and Finance of Education Policies. The Economics and Finance of 
Education SIG offers a new opportunity for scholars interested in the following topics (not limited to 
the following): 

  

Redistribution, political philosophy, economics, and financing schooling systems 

International aid and mechanisms of redistribution 

Education finance, economics, and poverty reduction 

Financing education and theories of justice 

Theories of learning, knowledge and knowledge economics 

School finance, adequacy, and equity in resource allocation 

Equality of Educational Opportunity and its effect on society. 

Teachers’ effectiveness, incentives and rewards 

Charter schools and school based management 



	

	

	
	
Higher education finance and learning networks 

Early childhood finance 

Special education finance 

State competitiveness, social cohesiveness and mechanisms of reallocation 

 

We are looking forward to your papers, panel sessions, roundtable paper sessions and poster 
sessions. 

Your submissions will serve to organize the EFE-SIG sessions and posters at the CIES 
Conference. For a description of the formats, please see http://www.cies2017.org/call-for-
papers/sessionformats/ 

 

The program committee will give preference to group panels and individual papers that address 
this year’s theme, cross disciplinary boundaries, involve researchers from different countries and 
institutions, and connect academic scholarship with practitioners’ work.  

Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the review criteria: 
http://www.cies2017.org/callfor-papers/review-criteria/  

 

We will also ask our EFE-SIG members to assist reviewing proposals. We need the support of 
EFE-SIG program co-chairs to successfully complete the proposal review task.  

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact the Program Co-Chairs, Iris BenDavid-Hadar at 
iris.hadar@biu.ac.il, and Lynn Ilon at lynnilon@snu.ac.kr  


